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A huge international seller in other languages Booksellers choice, Germany. Lots of
humour and clues to figure out where the line is leading 'Totally engaging...It's a whale
of a fun ride!' Kirkus Reviews (US) 'A whimsical and witty tour of the animal kingdom.'
Publishers Weekly (US)
This is a collection of stories for the festive season that children will want to read again
and again. It contains a selection of both classic and original stories including 'The Elf
and the Toymaker', 'Santa's Day Off', 'The Snow Queen', and many others.
Now readers can sharpen their wits by becoming masters of the lateral logic puzzle.
The 90 puzzles collected here challenge readers' abilities to solve murder mysteries,
capture assassins, find hidden treasure, earn millions in the stock market, capture
wartime spies, and more.
Pipkin the penguin sets out to discover how many things are in a million, with the help
of his mother and a playful seal cub.
Advises the reader about what to do, and not do, in order to successfully spot a whale,
such as wrapping up in a not-too-cozy blanket, ignoring the roses, and especially, being
patient.
Ecco un albero con 14 succose arance. Una per una, i loro destini si rivelano nelle
pagine del libro: la prima è stata portata ad un amico malato, la settima è stata divisa
tra compagni di lavoro, la decima è stata mangiata da un famoso pianista. E
naturalmente, la quattordicesima è stata comprata da qualcuno che conosci e potrebbe
essere la prossima che mangerai. Ogni arancia è una forma arancione su uno sfondo
semplice ed essenziale disegnato a matita blu, popolato di personaggi e situazioni di
tutti i giorni, su cui risalta creando un collegamento visivo ed espressivo continuo.
Annotation Supplied by Informazioni Editoriali
In this classic book, a winsome, winning inchworm is proud of his ability to measure
anything under the sun.
Recounts the exploits of the irrepressible Manolito as he navigates the world of his small
Madrid neighborhood, along with his grandpa, his little brother, and his school friends.
A black cat who only ever goes out during the day and a white cat who only goes out at night
meet in the middle and start a beautiful relationship together.
Do all problems have solutions? Is complexity synonymous with difficulty? This original
collection of mathematical puzzles and paradoxes proves that things aren't always what they
seem! Readers will discover that nothing is as easy or as difficult as it looks and that puzzles
can have one, several, or no solutions. The fun-filled puzzles begin with The Tricky Hole, a
challenge that involves pushing a large coin through a small hole in a sheet of paper without
ripping or making any cuts in the paper. Advance to the Elastic Playing Card, in which it's
possible to cut a hole into a playing card big enough for someone to climb through. Other
incredible puzzles include Elephants and Castles, Trianglized Kangaroo, Honest Dice and
Logic Dice, Mind-reading Powers, and dozens more. Complete solutions explain the
mathematical realities behind the fantastic-sounding challenges.
The books are graded at six vocabulary levels, ranging from 400 words (Beginning) to 2,500
words (Advanced.)
Peter Sís's remarkable biography The Pilot and the Little Prince celebrates the author of The
Little Prince, one of the most beloved books in the world. Antoine de Saint-Exupéry was born
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in France in 1900, when airplanes were just being invented. Antoine dreamed of flying and
grew up to be a pilot—and that was when his adventures began. He found a job delivering mail
by plane, which had never been done before. He and his fellow pilots traveled to faraway
places and discovered new ways of getting from one place to the next. Antoine flew over
mountains and deserts. He battled winds and storms. He tried to break aviation records, and
sometimes he even crashed. From his plane, Antoine looked down on the earth and was
inspired to write about his life and his pilot-hero friends in memoirs and in fiction. A Frances
Foster Book This title has Common Core connections.
A lonely squirrel goes searching for a new home, only to discover that the best place is one
where the whole community can live together. Joining Barefoot's acclaimed collection of socialemotional titles, this tale offers the perfect opportunity to start conversations about coping with
loneliness, the importance of community, and what makes a place feel like home. Beautiful
illustrations by award-winning Italian artist Simona Mulazzani bring Squirrel's journey to life.
Charlotte's life is changed forever when her parents' marriage breaks up, and Charlotte has to
leave her beloved house and her old life behind. Then two very different boys cross her path,
and a new emotion creeps into her sadness and anger -- an emotion that is both confusing and
sweet. Charlotte falls in love with Carlo, tries to stay friends with tough-guy Sulzer and faces
the jealousy of the cool-girl clique at school. As she watches her parents cope, sometimes
haplessly, with changes in their own personal lives, and as she deals with a new baby brother,
a potential stepfather and unexpected house moves, she realizes that love is a messy and
risky business. If grownups can make such a hash of it, how on earth can a fifteen-year-old
cope? But Charlotte does cope, magnificently, as she tries to figure out how to be a big sister,
a daughter, a friend, a good person. And in the end she finds the courage to take responsibility
for her own actions, and sets off to be with the boy she loves. Set in a small town on the
Austrian Danube, this is a familiar story that will touch a chord with every teenager, yet it is told
with refreshing emotional honesty. Devoid of the judgment, sentimentality, sitcom snark or
sexual precociousness that define so many North American young adult novels about first love,
this story shows a strong, open, curious girl stumbling and prevailing as she figures out how to
turn away from the noise of other people's expectations, and listen to her own heart.

From the bestselling author of I Didn't Do My Homework Because... comes an
irresistible meditation on the quest for connection. When an elephant falls in love,
he does many foolish things. He hides when the elephant-object of his affection
is around. He writes dozens of letters that he will never send. And he tries to be
healthy, but ends up finishing the cheesecake. This soulful book is at once
relatable and revealing, a reminder that love is worth striving for, and that the
very best things in life will come to those who wait. Plus, this is the fixed format
version, which looks almost identical to the print edition.
Discusses the natural and ecological niches, boundaries, and plant and animal
life of the wildlife habitats of equatorial Africa.
Shapes reshape themselves into different animals.
“One of the best critiques of current mathematics education I have ever
seen.”—Keith Devlin, math columnist on NPR’s Morning Edition A brilliant
research mathematician who has devoted his career to teaching kids reveals
math to be creative and beautiful and rejects standard anxiety-producing
teaching methods. Witty and accessible, Paul Lockhart’s controversial approach
will provoke spirited debate among educators and parents alike and it will alter
the way we think about math forever. Paul Lockhart, has taught mathematics at
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Brown University and UC Santa Cruz. Since 2000, he has dedicated himself to
K-12 level students at St. Ann’s School in Brooklyn, New York.
Oz has a talent for trouble, but when a joke backfires at his new school, he
attracts the attention of the school bully—and that’s just the beginning. After
causing an accident that puts his mom in the hospital, Oz isn’t popular at home,
either. His older sister’s no help, but she has her own problem ... one that’s
growing bigger by the day.
'How does it work?' Jack asks when he opens his present - a mobile phone.Later
that night, Jack is a prisoner in a taxi in the empty streets of the darkcity. Now he
tries his mobile phone for the first time. Can it save hislife?
After being tricked into eating Little Baa Baa's 'smarty tablets' Quirky Turkey
decides it's payback time. But has Quirky got what it takes to pull the wool over
Baa Baa's eyes?
This series offers students a bridge from simplified fiction to the original writings of famous
literary figures. This complete text edition has an introduction and glossary and is suitable for
students preparing for Cambridge Proficiency.
Olga the cloud's wonderful day comes to an end when, after being chased off the moon where
she was trying to nap, she has a terrible time finding the right place to make some rain.
Fool your brain with mind-boggling illusions, then get hands-on and make your own to wow
your friends! Learn all about the science behind these wacky phenomena, from moving liquid
on a page, to shapes that disappear in front of your eyes with this clever guide. The brain is an
amazing thing, but it doesn't always get things right when it comes to sight. This book is here to
explain why, with astounding images, baffling puzzles, and simple reveals which show the
reader how each trick works. Covering a range of optical topics, from shapes and movement,
to light and reflection, this cool manual contains templates at the back which reveal answers
and help you to create your own astounding illusions.
Let’s get hands-on with 50 fun science activities! The best-selling team behind Hands-On
Science present 50 more fun DIY science activities. In More Hands-On Science you’ll be
blown away by interesting experiments, reactions, inventions and coding. It’s jam-packed with
fast facts and has fascinating quiz questions to test your knowledge! With step-by-step
instructions and illustrations, as well as real-world examples, these new activities use easy-tofind materials to help you discover the answers to amazing science questions. More Hands-On
Science features topics such as motion, light, sound, chemical reactions, engineering, tech and
patterns. Discover how to make a mini-greenhouse, reverse drums, spinning soakers, jelly
lenses, rainbow torches, a superhero name generator and much more!
"Curiopticals" is a history and celebration of one of mankind's favorite art types: optical
illusions. Most of the images are genuine ancient illusions from around the world--from the
earliest, experimental imagery to some modern illusions that are indistinguishable from their
precessors.
Once upon a time there was a poor and lonely carpenter named Gepetto who lived all by
himself in a small room with one tiny window to let in some light. The carpenter decided to
make a puppet that could keep him company, named him Pinocchio, and put so much love into
making him that he became more than just a regular wooden puppet. Pinocchio could dance
and jump, without anyone pulling any strings. He looked just like a real boy. And that was
exactly what he wanted to be. But to become a real boy, Pinocchio first had to learn that he
should never lie ... the classic tale fun of detailed illustrations and with a surprising ending.
Hint: dream.
"A book about the concepts of horizontal and vertical told through the story of a man who likes
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things that are on the horizontal and a woman who likes things that are vertical"-"Say hello to your new cat. You can tickle his chin and hear him purr. But wait--was that a
raindrop? Don't let him get wet"--Page 4 of cover.
The international best-seller that makes mathematics a thrilling exploration. In twelve dreams,
Robert, a boy who hates math, meets a Number Devil, who leads him to discover the amazing
world of numbers: infinite numbers, prime numbers, Fibonacci numbers, numbers that
magically appear in triangles, and numbers that expand without . As we dream with him, we
are taken further and further into mathematical theory, where ideas eventually take flight, until
everyone-from those who fumble over fractions to those who solve complex equations in their
heads-winds up marveling at what numbers can do. Hans Magnus Enzensberger is a true
polymath, the kind of superb intellectual who loves thinking and marshals all of his charm and
wit to share his passions with the world. In The Number Devil, he brings together the surreal
logic of Alice in Wonderland and the existential geometry of Flatland with the kind of math
everyone would love, if only they had a number devil to teach it to them.
"From bananas and blueberries to sixes and sevens, numbers are paired with beautiful fruit to
create an exercise in counting and naming."--From source other than the Library of Congress
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